Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of
Grrrrr! by Rob Biddulph
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids
members.

Sam and Jack (Emma), age 5 and
3, (Mum)
Both of my sons (aged 5 and 3)
absolutely loved GRRRRR! They
thought the illustrations were
hilarious and had great fun
guessing what Boris had hidden
up his jumper. My eldest son
particularly understood the message of
the story and thought it was 'really
good that he had lots of friends to help
him when the other bear was nasty'.
My youngest son loved roaring along
and practising to see if he could roar
the loudest. It linked really well with
Sports' Day and we had lots of giggles
playing along.

Rob Anderson, age 5
A highly entertaining, rhyming picture book. The illustrations are
bright and bold and add to the humour of the story.
We both liked this amusing picture book. My son was able to read a fair bit of it
himself.
Rob said, "I liked it best when they all gave a big GRRRRRRRR" (At this point
Mummy was deafened.)
It is a great book to read aloud and to initiate a conversation about friendships
and relationships in general.

Rachel and Abi Zinkin, age 8 and 5
A fantastic book with a really great rhyme and adorable pictures of
the different animals in the wood. We want to read it again and
again.
Rachel and Abi both said how much they liked the rhyme - the rhythm of the
book flowed well and they liked how it made them relax and yet at the same
time be really interested to hear what happened next. Abi was particularly
enamoured with the happy ending. She liked the message behind the story and
found it easy to relate to. Rachel loved the detail in the pictures, particularly the
scores, and the different animals all helping out. We thought this book was
really great. A perfect picture book read.

Alexander Reiff, age 3
We loved Blown Away so had high expectations. We weren't
disappointed.
The illustrations are great - so much to look at and notice alongside the story and the drawings of each animal gives them such character. The behaviour of
Boris gave Alex lots to talk about! The actual message in the story means this
book will have lasting value too. Rob Biddulph's books are very popular in our
household!

Emily Welbourn, age 4
A wonderful story about how Fred the Bear lost his Grrrrr and found
some friends. Funny, sweet and heart-warming.... look out for the
rabbits who find love throughout the book!
My daughter and I love this book! It's a funny, sweet and heart-warming story
about Fred the bear who loses his Grrrrrr! but finds some friends. The
characters are warm and engaging, with endearing little quirks and the whole
book is beautifully illustrated. We have already read this so many times and I'm
sure it will continue to be a firm favourite for years to come. Look out for the
bunnies who fall in love through the pages of the book!

